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REPORT PURIM 2013 CONFERENCE SINGAPORE  
By Ps Barbara Miller, Centre for International Reconciliation and Peace, Australia 

nbmiller@skymesh.com.au 
 

 
Rev Dr George and Ps Mano Annadorai of Shalom Asia-Pacific hosted the Purim 2013 conference in 
Singapore with Albert and Jenny Tan of Raffles Air. Leaders from Taiwan, the Philippines, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Japan, Singapore, PNG, Australia, Germany, Israel and the UK attended an Issachar 
Roundtable on 22 February and were joined by many others at the Purim conference following on 
22-24 February. It was held at the Kum Yan Methodist Church. After this, Shalom Asia-Pacific hosted 
Jill Shannon for 3 more nights speaking on “Intimate Talks with Messiah” similar to the topic of a 
book of hers “Coffee Talks with Messiah”. 
 
The conference speakers were Jill Shannon from Israel, author and singer/songwriter, Harald Eckert 
from Germany, Chairman of Christians for Israel Germany and Chairman of the European Coalition 
for Israel, Rev Dr George Annadorai from Singapore of Shalom Asia Pacific, Pete & Fiona Stucken 
Australia, Deputy Chairman Operation Exodus and myself co-founder of the Centre for International 
Reconciliation and Peace. George gave one of his sessions to Ps David Adeola from the UK. I 
recommend the DVDs to you at only $30 for a full set plus postage. The Israel Ambassador to 
Singapore spoke to the conference on the Sunday night which was a blessing. 
 

 
 
The main themes that were coming through from the speakers were: 

1. Comforting Holocaust survivors  
2. Helping Jews make Aliyah  
3. Preparing places of refuge for Jews during a possible future Holocaust and during the 

tribulation  
4. Praying for our nations to be sheep nations and not goat nations (Mt 25) and praying for 

Israel  
5. Educating the church re the Jewish roots of the Christian faith and challenging Replacement 

Theology  
6. Prophetic acts and prophetic decrees to change the spiritual dynamics over nations, 

particularly re anti-Semitism  
 
In my message, I identified these themes 1-5 as coming out and spoke briefly about our work in 
comforting Holocaust survivors, praying for the nations and for Israel and educating the church. 
Then I ended with a brief message on decrees. 
 
Norman had a vision on the last night of the conference (shared later with George). He saw the angel 
in Rev 10:1 who had his right foot on the sea and the left foot on the land. He sensed this meant Asia 
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as the land and the Pacific as the sea and the message was “no more delay.” God is speeding things 
up. George said that Singapore is in a unique position in that though it is part of Asia, it is an island 
and geographically part of the Pacific, being on the southernmost part of Asia.  
 
Speaker Highlights 
George Annadorai 
George and Mano are key leaders for preparing the way from the east for the return of Jesus, 
educating, inspiring and mobilizing the army from the east for this. George and Harald Eckert have 
joined together to bring an alliance of east and west for the church to support God’s plans and 
purposes for Israel and the Jewish people.  
 
George gave the example of Daniel realizing the 70 years were up and it was time for prophecy to be 
fulfilled to say that we need to live a prophecy-driven life not a program-driven life. As Daniel 
fulfilled prophecy, he changed the course of history for his people the Jews and changed the course 
of world history. He found his place in God’s story and we need to find our place in God’s story 
(History) too. You make history by becoming part of prophecy because prophecy is future history. 
 
George gave the moving example of his first encounter with fulfilling prophecy and coming face to 
face with Jesus. He was in Russia in 1998 and helping board about 1000 Jews on the boat Odessa in 
the middle of the night. To make the 5am deadline for departure, he started carrying the girls on his 
shoulders and carrying the boys on his arms and later Jesus appeared to him in his cabin and George 
was blessed with His beautiful presence and pleasure at what George had done. George realized he 
had unwittingly fulfilled Isaiah 49:22. This was a turning point in his ministry transitioning from being 
a local pastor in Singapore to working internationally to bring the Jews home (i.e. make Aliyah).  
 
He told us of a similar experience when Ps David Demian invited George to Canada to a banquet for 
35 Holocaust survivors. The ship St Louis carried Jews seeking refuge from Nazism had been turned 
back from Canada and other nations and returned to Europe where many of them perished. A 
Holocaust survivor came to the stage to speak but ended up weeping and wailing and people got 
down on their hands and knees and the whole hall was weeping. The only one standing was Jesus 
who had appeared and whose eyes were fixed on her. George then wept not with the woman but 
with the Lord and he realized afresh how precious to the Lord the Holocaust survivors are. It was a 
profoundly moving experience for him and since then he has organised banquets for Holocaust 
survivors in Israel. George realized he needed to become part of the prophecy of Isaiah 61 where the 
Lord says to comfort all who mourn and provide for those who grieve in Zion. He also cited Matt 25. 
 
At present, George is raising money to help 900 Jews of the tribe of Manasseh from Manipur India to 
make Aliyah to Israel. It costs about $3,500 per person.  
 
In April 2013, George and Mano are taking a group to the concentration camps of Auschwitz-
Birkenau and Treblinka and the Warsaw ghetto in Poland.  They will then go to Wannsee, Berlin in 
Germany where the decision was made about the Final Solution to annihilate the Jews and then to 
Holland to see the houses of Anne Frank, the most famous victim of the Holocaust and Corrie ten 
Boom who was a Christian rescuer of Jews.  
 
In Nov-Dec this year, George and Mano are taking a group to Israel via Amman and Eilat through the 
Kings Highway which Jesus will use when He returns. George is writing a book on Revelation. 
 
George recognized the delegate from Japan as Japan was a witness at San Remo where it was 
internationally recognized that the Jews should have a homeland. 
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Harald Eckert 
He said he was trying to understand God’s redemptive purpose for Germany and he has sacrificed 
his life that Germany would be a sheep nation not a goat nation (Matt 25) i.e. that it would be a 
blessing to Israel. Harald said Saul was the greatest sinner but his life was turned around. Could 
Germany turn around and be Israel’s biggest blessing? 
 
He said that Nazism did not occur in a vacuum but followed 1800 years of anti-Semitism of the 
church, firstly Catholic and then Lutheran. Luther started the Reformation but he had difficulty with 
Romans 9, 10 and 11. Part of this was he did not believe a whole nation could be saved as he did 
believe individual Jews could be saved. He said our pietistic evangelical and Pentecostal history 
makes it hard to understand the call of nations but Rev 22 talks about the healing of the nations.  
He said the Catholic Church in 1964 in the 2nd Vatican Council acknowledged for the first time that 
Jews had a place in God’s plan. This was followed by Protestant churches in the 70’s and 80’s.  
 
Harald said the European Coalition for Israel was formed at Purim 1993, 10 years ago. Tomas Sandell 
was reaching out to the European Parliament. When George Annadorai joined them for the 70th 
anniversary of the decision at Wannsee, they formed their east-west bond.  
 
He said that we need to pray for our nations not to oppose Israel. When the Bible says all nations 
will go up against Israel in the last days, it may mean the United Nations not every nation so there is 
hope for our nation if we pray for it. In the last decree of the UN against Israel, only 9 nations stood 
with Israel. Some nations opposing Israel in the past are not around anymore. Others have lost 
power. The USA is at risk. 
 
Harald said we are at the end of a 70 year cycle for the Holocaust since the war ended and 
concentration camps closed 1945-2015. He issued a prayer call for 100 days of prayer for our 
nations’ relationship with Israel from Jan 27 2015, the International Holocaust Remembrance Day to 
May 2015. (When I did some research on this after the conference, I found it was 100 days from the 
liberation of Auschwitz death camp on 27 January 1945 to when the Germans signed an 
unconditional surrender on 7 May 1945 so this is the reason for the 100 day prayer in 2015 on the 
70th anniversary). Harald said that from Holocaust Remembrance Day 2012 to May 2015 is about 
1000 days and it should be a time of prayer. 
 
Harald said that he and George and others had been invited into the plenary session of the Knesset 
for about 30 mins where Christians were thanked for their work with Holocaust survivors.  
 
Jill Shannon 
Jill said that in Esther, we’re celebrating the avoidance of a holocaust. If the King hadn’t had 
insomnia that night, Jesus would not have been born, there’d be no New Testament scriptures etc. 
The enemy is trying to wipe out Jews and Israel to prevent Jesus return. The Kingdom of God will not 
be restored until the leadership of Israel says “Baruch haba b’shem Adonai” or “Blessed is he who 
comes in the name of the Lord”. The Sanhedrin is back in place.  
 
She said Hebrew prophecy is not linear; it is cyclical which means there is more than one fulfilment. 
Jill’s books on “Israel’s Prophetic Destiny” and “A Prophetic Calendar, the Feasts of Israel” proved 
popular at the conference. She also ministered to us in song, having some of her own CDs available. 
 
Jill told the story of Robert Mist who was taken to heaven and the Lord told him to write a book and 
he felt a CD needed to go with it to give a sense of the sound of worship in heaven. He searched 400 
songs on the internet till he found Jill’s and is using her “Song of the Lamb” which she was given in 
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parts in a number of downloads from heaven over two nights. She could hear a male voice singing 
one part and a female voice sang another part and she wrote it down and later put it all together.  
 
Jill said there are Jews who won’t make Aliyah in time. God has a strategy for them giving some 
Christians a Joseph mantle to be “saviours of their age or time”. Like Joseph they will store food and 
necessities and provide a place of refuge for Jews in the tribulation. Some Christians have prepared 
these places already in different nations. Other Christians like the 5 foolish virgins will need this 
refuge too. Jill believed the Lord was asking some people to stay behind voluntarily to help the Jews.  
 
She said the huge cry of the prophets was for justice. Jesus is coming back for a wedding but also to 
establish His throne which is founded on justice. God is training us to rule over injustice. We need 
24/7 works of justice and 24/7 prayers for justice like the woman who prayed to the unjust judge in 
Luke 18:6-8. All those people who have been murdered or raped by evil doing or have been 
martyred for their faith cry out for justice and Judgement Day will bring them justice.  
 
Pete Stucken 
Pete talked of the wonderful work he and Fiona and others are doing with Operation Exodus and 
Ebenezer Emergency Fund helping Jews make Aliyah. This was in the Issachar Roundtable rather 
than the Purim conference. 
 
At the conference, he shared an excellent teaching on Obadiah. V21 says that deliverers will ascend 
Mt Zion to judge/govern the mountain of Esau and that the Lord’s calling a company of people to be 
deliverers of Zion. 
 
Haman, in the story of Esther, was an Agagite and we find in 1 Sam 15 that Saul spared Agag the 
King. Gen 36:12 tells us that Agag is in the line of Amalek, the grandson of Esau. The Edomite spirit is 
from Esau. A demon got into the family line.  
 
Obadiah 1:13 talks about not looting their wealth but gold was taken from the teeth of Jews killed 
during the Holocaust. In the 1970s the city of New York took Swiss banks to court for robbing bank 
accounts of deceased Jews. $1.233 billion USD was paid to 457,000 claimants and probably more is 
owed.  
 
V14a says not to stand at the fork in the road but Jews on the St Louis boat trying to escape Nazism 
were stopped. V14b says not to imprison the survivors but, because of the Arabs, the British navy 
intercepted boats of Holocaust survivors going to Israel and imprisoned them in Cyprus. V12 says not 
to boast or rejoice over their distress but Hamas rejoices when Israel suffers. 
 
Fiona Stucken 
Fiona only shared for a few minutes but it was about Reece Howells and the intercessors from the 
Bible College in Wales who prayed passionately and specifically during the Battle of Stalingrad as it 
was the gateway to the Caucasus and the Bible lands. The Holy Spirit won the battle not the Russians 
but their defeat of the Nazis was a turning point in the war. It is 70 years since that victory (2 
February 1943). 
 
David Adeola 
He said there are two sounds – heaven and Babylon. Which one are you hearing? The word says if 
the trumpet (shofar) doesn’t sound a clear call, who will get ready for battle? David is writing a book 
on City Gates. 
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Barbara Miller 
While I wasn’t on the flyer, I was a scheduled speaker, George having invited me to speak on William 
Cooper and have my books available for sale there. While William Cooper may seem a strange topic 
for a Purim conference, George wanted me to speak on how he had gone against the flow. George  
 

 

 
Barbara speaking at Purim 2013 Norman & Miller St Singapore near our hotel  

 
said that William Cooper is in the annals of heaven even though earth forgot. Just as Xerxes couldn’t 
sleep and checked the annals of history and found out Mordecai was not rewarded, Cooper is 
rewarded now. I opened my message with leading the congregation in 3 loud, long roars of the Lion 
of the tribe of Judah calling Jewish people to Aliyah (Amos 3:7-8). Aliyah is not an area we have  
been working in however. 
 
Holocaust survivors 
 As we organised for the launch of the book to be a re-enactment of the walk of William Cooper and 
the Australian Aborigines League to the German Consulate to protest Kristallnacht, 74 years to the 
day 6 Dec 2012, Holocaust survivors and the children of Holocaust survivors had the chance to hear 
the current German Consul of Melbourne, Michael Pearce, say it was wrong. As he expressed regret, 
there were teary eyes and sighs of relief to hear it. I also launched the book at the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre Melbourne on Dec 6 and the Sydney Jewish Museum on Dec 9, Hannukah 2012 and we 
joined with the Sydney Jewish community in commemorating International Holocaust Memorial Day 
on Jan 27 this year. William Cooper’s protest was the only known non-government protest 
worldwide, at a time when the world remained silent, even though Cooper was a non-citizen in his 
own land.  
 
Praying for our nations to be sheep nations and praying for Israel 
A particular driving force of our ministry has centred around praying that our nation would be a 
sheep nation (Matt 25) and stand with Israel, not being one of the nations to go against Israel (Zech 
12:3). This has involved dealing with blemishes to our record e.g.  Evian, and reminding heaven when 
our nation stood with Israel as in the ANZACs and the 800 Light horsemen at Be’er Sheva to 
appropriate the blessings of Gen 12:3. We took a tour of 14 Australians and 7 New Zealanders to 
Israel in October 2010 to pray over battle sites and holy sites and bring a spiritual breakthrough and 
protection of Israel’s borders. We repented on location of what New Zealanders and Australians did 
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at Ayun Kara when a small Arab village was wiped out in 1917 by our forces after the death of a NZ 
soldier (women and children were spared).  
 
We have been to Israel each year for a number of years and led a 3 day prayer tour through the land 
after JHOPFAN’s All Nations Convocation Jerusalem. As leaders of the Bethany Gate, we led prayers 
for the nations and Israel for many years. The Lord has enabled us to complete a 10 year project to 
have then Foreign Minister Kevin Rudd apologize in Dec 10 to the Israel government for Australia’s 
stand at Evian.  This was because we closed the door to Jewish refugees from Nazism. This was after 
significant times of making apology ourselves in Australia to the Israel Consulate in Sydney etc. in 
2002 and Yad Vashem in Israel in 2004 and 2010. Norman and I were also the founding leaders of 
the Day of Prayer for the Peace of Jerusalem in Australia. 
 
Educating the Church 
We have been celebrating and teaching on the Biblical feasts and Jewish roots of the Christian faith 
since 1996 and from 2003 to 2012, we have had Ps 24:7 conferences in different capital cities of 
Australia including Uluru, the last 3 years in Parliament House Canberra. We have taught on Israel 
and also had speakers from Israel such as Ps Tom Hess, Bishop Dominiquae Bierman, Ps Howard Bass 
and Ps Israel Pochtar as well as Jewish speakers from Australia. While we had our 2006 conference 
at the Sydney Opera House, there were demonstrators outside because of Israel’s war with Lebanon. 
We took our whole conference to the Great Synagogue for a service for Gilad Shalit who had not 
long been taken prisoner. We had a good enough relationship with the Jewish community to be able 
to do this. We also took our whole conference in 2 visits to the Sydney Jewish Museum. Rev Wilhelm 
Glashouer of Christian Friends of Israel Europe was also a speaker at our Sydney conference. 
 
Prophetic Acts and Prophetic Decrees 
When Esther reveals to King Xerxes Haman’s plot to exterminate every Jew in the known world and 
that these are her people, Xerxes tells her that a decree made in his name with his signet ring cannot 
be rescinded but he gave Esther and Mordecai permission to make another decree that would 
reverse the effect of the first one. He retrieved his signet ring from Haman and gave it to Esther and 
Mordecai for this purpose. Esther 8:8 tells us this. The new edict of the King granted the Jews the 
right to assemble and protect themselves and kill any armed force of any nationality or province that 
might attack them and their women and children. The Jews struck down all their enemies on the 
appointed day which had been previously determined by the casting of the lot or “pur”. So not only 
were the Jews not annihilated but they were able to get rid of all their enemies. What a reversal!! 
 
Where there is anti-Semitism still operating, we need to pray to the Lord, our King and hear His 
heart for decrees that will reverse the effect of the decrees the enemy is making, decrees that will 
not only stop that anti-Semitism in its tracks but also take territory off it. If we have a release in the 
Holy Spirit to do it, then we can sign it with the signet ring of the Lord Jesus Christ. The Lord gave me 
7 decrees to declare at the conference which I did. But I want to say that you can use this in any area 
of your life where you believe the enemy has made a decree against you. Rise up and write and 
declare a decree that has the effect of reversing the decree against you and not only that, make him 
retreat! 
 
I have much more revelation on this I’ll share later and Norman and I have made many prophetic 
acts over the years which have changed the spiritual atmosphere and furthered God’s plans.  
 
Based on Esther 8:8, I made the following decrees at the end of my message: 
We declare and decree in Singapore at Purim 2013 in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, Yeshua 
Ha’Mashiach that: 
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1. We covenant ourselves and our nations to Israel to see all God’s plans and purposes fulfilled 
and to love Israel as the apple of God’s eye just as Jonathan covenanted with David in 1 Sam 
18:1,3) 
 

2. We declare and decree a prayer shield around Israel and call on the angels of our nations to 
join with the angel of Israel, Michael, to protect Israel’s borders and people and we declare 
safety and protection and that Israel will occupy the borders of the Promised Land according 
to God’s covenants with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. 
 

3. We declare and decree that our nations’ hearts and doors are open should there be a need 
for Jews to take refuge in future and that the Jews would hear God’s call to make Aliyah and 
obey the call.  
 

4. We declare and decree that all the resolutions that the United Nations have made against 
Israel are null and void, that those resolutions will be reversed and that Israel and the Jews 
will have favour in the United Nations just as Esther had favour with all who met her.  
 

5. We declare and decree that the decisions made at the Council of Nicea to cut the church off 
from its Jewish roots are reversed and that healing from the wounds of the schism will 
occur. We declare Jews and Gentiles as one new man in Messiah and that the church is 
grafted into the olive tree of Israel.  
 

6. We declare and decree that the treaty of peace between Abraham and Abimelech made at 
Be’er Sheva will be remembered by the courts of Heaven (Gen 21:27-31) and that the 
Philistine spirit will make room for the descendants of Abraham. We declare that as this 
treaty was renewed between Isaac and Abimelech (Gen 26:28-29) that it would be renewed 
in this present generation and generations to come. 
 

7. We declare and decree that we bury the sibling rivalry between the descendants of Isaac 
and the descendants of Ishmael and the descendants of Jacob and the descendants of Esau, 
the root cause of many issues between Jews and Arabs. We declare we bury these divisions 
just as Ishmael and Isaac came together to bury their father Abraham at his death.* 
 

Sealed with the signet ring of the Lord Jesus Christ 
 

The last decree was declared again with all standing and joining in. 
 
What I didn’t share in my message in Singapore is that I actually had a vision in our Sunday morning 
service some years ago of the Lord pointing a gold sceptre towards me and offering me up to half of 
His kingdom as happened with Esther. I had just been reading about the revival in Wales and so I 
asked for souls. I started with Australia and then I got more confident and started adding on the 
continents till all the earth was covered, not wanting any to be lost. I haven’t seen the fruit of this as 
I’m not very evangelistic but Norman has been telling me it will happen through my books. While I 
was at the conference in Singapore, I sensed the Lord was saying to me that my books would be an 
open door to heaven. I pray this will be so. 
 
San Remo 
I did some research on San Remo after the conference and it was a historic meeting in 1920 when 
England, France, Italy and Japan met at San Remo, Italy where the Allies divided up the Middle East 
lands they had conquered in World War 1. USA was as an observer. The Ottoman Empire was 
divided into 3 mandates – Iraq, Syria and Palestine. France would oversee Syria and Britain Iraq and 
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Palestine. The resolution also included the British Balfour Declaration calling for the establishment of 
a national home for the Jews in Palestine. British diplomat, Lord Curzon, called it Israel’s Magna 
Carta. Most of the land that was the Ottoman Empire was put under Arab control and a “niche” was 
left for the Jews. Tomas Sandell of the European Coalition for Israel organised a 90th anniversary 
meeting at San Remo at which a Knesset member attended. Sandell remarked “Chaim Weizman 
said, at the time, you can say that the Israeli state was born on the 25th of April in San Remo because 
that was the significance of it.”i This would make settlements in east Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria 
legal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
i
 http://cbn.com/cbnews/insideisrael/2010/july/san-remo-resolution, P1 
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